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LIFE IS FULL OF UNKNOWNS
Challenges of everyday life put a considerable strain on us, from a physical 
and mental point of view. At least once in our lifetime, we all have to react 
promptly to  unpredictable situations. Reacting represents the key for individual 
psychophysical well-being and the first keyword for being a Reaxxer. 

BEING

“LIFE IS NOT PREDICTABLE”

REAXXER
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REAXXER

“LET’S TRAIN FOR UNPREDICTABLE”

CONCEPT
THE REAXXER PROJECT was born as a lifestyle more than a training method.  
The observation of unpredictable situations we face in our everyday life teaches 
us how to be more reactive, confident and able to manage future challenges. 
Being a “REAXXER” means to increase, multiply and speed up the capacity of 
giving a proactive response to the obstacles we meet.  
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PROCESSING
THE BRAIN PROCESS 

INSTANTLY THE 
STIMULATIONS RECEIVED

REACTING
THE BODY ACTIVATES 

A HIGHER AND AUTOMATIC 
NEUROMUSCULAR RESPONSE

CONNECTING
OUR EQUIPMENT 

SENDS DYNAMIC IMPULSES
DURING THE EXERCISE

The Neuroreactive training is an innovative system conceived in 3 actions that allows to achieve 

faster and better results in terms of: health, fitness, performance. It relays on the innovative 

patented technology of Sudden Dynamic Impulses that is applied on 2 different product lines: 

FLUIWAVE and FLEXWAVE – the dynamic weights. The peculiar structure of these equipment 

produces a higher physical and mental response during any kind of training or exercise, even the 

easiest and most intuitive one. The result is a more efficient and reactive body, both neurologically 

and physically, thanks to a simultaneous and constant muscular, cerebral, and sensorial stimulation.

NEUROREACTIVE TRAINING

METHOD
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TRAINING

TOOLS
+ SAFETY

ZERO DAMAGE FOR THOSE WHO TRAIN
AND FOR PEOPLE AND THINGS AROUND

+ RESULTS
BETTER RESULTS IN LESS TIME AND

MORE PHYSICAL AND MENTAL EFFICIENCY

+ EASE OF USE
INTUITIVE EXERCISES FOR ALL AGES
AND FOR EACH LEVEL OF TRAINING

postural
NATURAL BALANCE 
& STRENGHT

pilates 
ELASTICITY 
& MOBILITY

yoga
RELAXATION
& HARMONY

functional
PERFORMANCE 
& DAILY ENERGY

EASY AND PROGRESSIVE EXERCISES FOR ANY 
LEVEL OF TRAINING TO TRAIN EVERYWHERE IN A 
VARIOUS AND EFFICIENT WAY REACHING HEALTH 
AND FITNESS GOALS FASTER.
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FLUIWAVE
                                 TECHNOLOGY

The innovative technology for fitness tools that changes completely the inner concept of training. The special fluid inside 

makes every exercise reactive and more efficient: the unpredictable movement of the liquid guides dynamically every 

movement during the exercise, causing a continuous interference that entails a constant body and brain adaptation 

and so a higher neuro-muscular reaction. The structure, totally healthy, crushproof ad literally unbreakable, is totally 

leak-proof and it is tested not to break even when squeezed by an 8tons truck or when falling from 10mt building. 

First PUMP, BALL and KETTLE in the world Fluid Inside and Soft Impact, ready to be used everywhere because safer 

for the user and for those around, reducing dramatically the risk of injuries and zero damages for furniture and floors.
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Innovative medicine ball with internal dynamic fluid.

REAX FLUI revolutionizes functional training because it is the only ball in the world with internal 

fluid that makes it dynamically unstable. More versatile and effective than a traditional ball, it 

allows countless exercises with a greater calories consumption and greater muscle involvement.

REAX FLUI is more performing, thanks to the movement 

of the liquid that transforms each exercise into a real 

neuromuscular training, simple but definitely more 

effective from a metabolic point of view. The continuous 

displacement of the liquid mass produces interferences 

that make each repetition of each exercise different:  

so it requires continuous and unpredictable adaptations.

Zero boredom, zero habit: your body responds more 

efficiently to training as it is stimulated in a different and 

unpredictable way. The result is a more effective workout 

at any intensity, also useful for faster functional weight 

loss because it allows to burn up to 500 kcal per session.

FLUID insiDe

re

REAX FLUI
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Ø  16  -  24  - 28

0,5 - 0,75 - 1 - 1,25 - 1,5  kg

1, 1 - 1,65 - 2,2 - 2,75 - 3,3  lb

1 - 2 - 3 - 4 - 5  kg

2,2 - 4,4 - 6,6 - 8,8 - 11  lb

6 - 7 - 8 - 9 - 10  kg

13,2 - 15,4 17,6 - 19,8 - 22  lb

2 - 3 - 4 - 5 - 6  kg

4,4 - 6,6 - 8,8 - 11 - 13,2  lb

REAX FLUI VERSIONS

GREEN 16 BLUE 24 BRONZE 28

CLEAR 24

Whatever the type, goal or intensity of your workout, 
training with REAX FLUI you can:

• increase calorie expenditure  
   and stimulate metabolism

• increase strength, power and muscle tone

• improve balance, posture and coordination skills

• significantly reduce the risk of accidents

Soft but resistant, REAX FLUI allows to train 
wherever you want because it is:

WINNING FEATURES 

EXTREMELY SAFE 
in terms of accident prevention and hygiene;

IDEAL AT HOME because its soft structure
doesn’t damage furniture and floors;

PRATICALLY UNBREAKABLE, it 
resists to all types of stress and it can also be used 
outdoors.

Versatile and easy to use, REAX FLUI 
allows countless exercises of the most 
various types training: from cardio to 
toning, from stretching to pilates.

OFFICIAL TRAILER

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3CEWQicBdk8
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 1  re 1300 REAX FLUI GREEN 16 - 0.5 kg  |  1,1 lb  
 1  re 1301 REAX FLUI GREEN 16 - 0.75 kg   |  1,65 lb     
 1  re 1302 REAX FLUI GREEN 16 - 1 kg  |  2,2 lb     
 1  re 1303 REAX FLUI GREEN 16 - 1,25 kg  |  2,75 lb     
 1  re 1304 REAX FLUI GREEN 16 - 1.5 kg  |  3,3 lb     
       
  

    
  OPTIONAL 
    
     re 1361 Vertical storage 7    
 re 1315 CAGE 16     
     re 1318 ELASTIC HANDLE 
     re 1319 HAND PUMP     

green 16 kit
REAX FLUIre5100

 1  re 1305 REAX FLUI BLUE 24 - 1 kg  |  2,2 lb      
 1  re 1306 REAX FLUI BLUE 24 - 2 kg  |  4,4 lb       
 1  re 1307 REAX FLUI BLUE 24 - 3 kg  |  6,6 lb        
 1  re 1308 REAX FLUI BLUE 24 - 4 kg  |  8,8 lb        
 1  re 1309 REAX FLUI BLUE 24 - 5 kg  |  11 lb        
      
  

    
  OPTIONAL 
    
     re 1361 Vertical storage 7     
 re 1316 CAGE 24     
     re 1318 ELASTIC HANDLE 
     re 1319 HAND PUMP 

blue 24 kit
REAX FLUIre5101
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 1  re 1363 REAX FLUI CLEAR 24 - 2 kg  |  4,4 lb        
 1  re 1364 REAX FLUI CLEAR 24 - 3 kg  |  6,6 lb      
 1  re 1365 REAX FLUI CLEAR 24 - 4 kg  |  8,8 lb       
 1  re 1366 REAX FLUI CLEAR 24 - 5 kg  |  11 lb      
 1  re 1367 REAX FLUI CLEAR 24 - 6 kg  |  13,2 lb       
                 

    
  OPTIONAL 
    
     re 1361 Vertical storage 7     
 re 1316 CAGE 24     
     re 1318 ELASTIC HANDLE 
     re 1319 HAND PUMP

clear 24 kit
REAX FLUIre5103

 1  re 1310 REAX FLUI BRONZE 28 - 6 kg  |  13,2 lb            
 1  re 1311 REAX FLUI BRONZE 28 - 7 kg |  15,4 lb       
 1  re 1312 REAX FLUI BRONZE 28 - 8 kg  |  17,6 lb        
 1  re 1313 REAX FLUI BRONZE 28 - 9 kg  |  19,8 lb        
 1  re 1314 REAX FLUI BRONZE 28 - 10 kg  | 22 lb        
     
  

    
  OPTIONAL 
    
     re 1361 Vertical storage 7       
 re 1317 CAGE 28       
     re 1318 ELASTIC HANDLE   
     re 1319 HAND PUMP   

bronZe 28 kit
REAX FLUIre5102
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The only dynamic and most effective pump, safe & soft shock. REAX PUMP is the first barbell in the 

world that allows to work with variable, unstable and combinable loads, revolutionizing weightlifting 

in the fitness world. The internal fluid generates motor stimuli and interference for a much higher 

muscle activation than that obtained with any other barbell.

REAX PUMP is composed of three elements that can 

also be used separately: a bar and two balls which are not 

simple weights but elastic balls with a variable quantity 

of internal fluid which determines their weight.

The unpredictability of the liquid contained in the two 

loads transforms any exercise into intense neuromuscular 

activity. The intensity of a single exercise is given not 

only by the weight of the barbell but also by the degree 

of instability of the liquid inside: the more it moves, 

generating more stimuli, the more effective the exercise 

will be in terms of calories burned and muscle activation. 

Versatile and easy to use, it fits into various training 

programs ranging from cardio training to toning up and 

crossfit, increasing its effectiveness.

REAX PUMP
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5 kg   |   7,5 kg   |   10 kg   |   12,5 kg   |   15 kg  
11 lb   |   16,5 lb   |   22 lb   |   27,5 lb   |   33 lb   |  

REAX PUMP CONFIGURATIONS

REAX PUMP BALL REAX PUMP BAR

The REAX PUMP system allows you to modulate and 
customize the intensity of the workout and perform an 
infinite number of exercises, because it can be used in 4 
different configurations:
 > Use of only one REAX PUMP BAR 
 > Use of REAX BAR with a REAX PUMP BALL
 > Use of REAX BAR with two REAX PUMP BALL
 > Use of   2 REAX PUMP BALLS.

MODE OF USE AND CONFIGURATIONS
1 SYSTEM,
4 CONFIGURATIONS  

OFFICIAL TRAILER
1.,25 kg   |   2,5 kg   |   5 kg   
2,75 lb   |   5,5 lb   |   11 lb 

2,5 kg   |   5 kg

5,5 lb   |   11 lb
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 3  re 1333 REAX PUMP BAR - 2.5 kg  |  5,5 lb        
 2  re 1334 REAX PUMP BAR - 5 kg  |  11 lb       
 2  re 1330 REAX PUMP BALL 24 - 1.25 kg  |  2,75 lb       
 4  re 1331 REAX PUMP BALL 24 - 2,5 kg  |  5,5 lb         
 4  re 1332 REAX PUMP BALL 24 - 5 kg  |  11 lb         
         
  

    
  OPTIONAL 
    
 re 1319 HAND PUMP    
 re 1360 Vertical storage 6   
 re 1361 Vertical storage 7       
    

5-15 kit
REAX PUMPre5107

SOFT-SHOCK Thanks to its elastic nature, it 
is a unique functional tool of its kind: it can be used 
in complete safety and it can be thrown, lifted or 
slammed without damaging the surfaces.

VERSATILE AND MODULAR
Different weights and configurations allow to cus-
tomize each training program, enhancing any exer-
cise compared to standard products.

SIMPLE AND PROGRESSIVE
Intuitive and multipurpose, it allows a new approach 
to Functional training or Pump, for athletes or users 
of various training levels and of all ages.

BEAUTIFUL AND DURABLE
 Italian design and quality guarantee ergonomics 
and functionality to a tool that is beautiful to look 
at, surprising to use and built to last.

EASY TO TRANSPORT
AND SPACE SAVING 
Robust and easy to clean, it is perfect for workouts 
in indoor spaces such as home and gym, but also 
outdoor in parks or playgrounds.

WINNING FEATURES 
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REAX KETTLE is the world’s first dynamic and elastic kettleball. Dynamic because it is the only one 

with internal fluid that enhances the effectiveness of each exercise, from the simplest to the most 

advanced. Elastic because externally soft and shockproof, it can be used safely even in small spaces, 

at home or outdoors. The elastic and dynamic structure makes it a unique functional tool of its kind.

REAX KETTLE is a special soft kettlebell, the only one 

that allows to work with an unstable variable load 

because it incorporates a liquid mass with small steel 

spheres that move with you at every exercise.

The variable quantity of fluid determines its weight. Its 

movement instead, produces unpredictable stimuli that 

represent its extraordinary technical innovation.

Fluiweigths technology makes it more effective than 

any other kettlebell because it stimulates a greater 

neuromuscular response and therefore a higher calorie 

consumption. The unpredictable movement of the fluid 

transforms each training into a high intensity activity: 

versatile and easy to use, it allows to modulate and 

customize all training programs.

FLUID insiDe

REAX KETTLE
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WINNING FEATURES 

SOFT IMPACT
It can be thrown, lifted and slammed to the ground 
without damaging surfaces: in this way, you can use it 
in any environment. The softness significantly reduc-
es the impact on surfaces and for this reason it can 
be used with ease even at home or in small spaces.

RESISTANT AND NON-DEFORMABLE 
It is also suitable for outdoor training because it is 
sturdy and it does not fear any kind of “mistreatment”: 
its structure remains unchanged for a long time.

EASY TO CLEAN AND SANITIZE - Thanks 
to its special waterproof plastic surface, it can be eas-
ily washed and sanitized with antibacterial detergent.

PRACTICAL AND SPACE-SAVING
Easy to carry and space-saving, with Reax Kettle you 
can take functional training anywhere: in the peace of 
your own home or in outdoor spaces.

ITALIAN QUALITY
Designed and made in Italy with the best materials.

REAX KETTLE is suitable for functional training and 
motor reeducation of beginner or advanced level 
users and for the preparation of amateur sportsmen 
and professional athletes. With its dynamic load, it 
goes beyond the usual functional training and it con-
tributes more effectively and quickly to

• develop strength and endurance
• improve sports performance
• increase balance and stability
• increase coordination
• increase energy consumption
• decrease the risk of injuries

The only one with Soft Shock system, it prevents injuries 

while you train and protects people and things around 

you: you can easily use it at home and in tight spaces.

Soft but sturdy, it does not damage surfaces and it is 

tested to resist, without damaging the floors, even if it 

falls from over 10 meters high.

Ideal for indoor and outdoor use, it is non-deformable 

and it maintains its elasticity and performance over time.

SHOCK TEST

OFFICIAL TRAILER
2 kg  |  4,4 lb

12 kg  |  26,4 lb 16 kg  | 35,2 lb14 kg  |  30,8 lb 20 kg  |  44 lb 24 kg  |  52,8 lb

4 kg  |  8,8 lb 6 kg  |  13,2 lb 8 kg  |  17,6 lb 10 kg  |  22 lb

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_7fMF0Bv8_8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x_I6zGsru20
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 1  re 1325 REAX KETTLE - 12 kg  |  26,4 lb       
 1  re 1326 REAX KETTLE - 14 kg  |  30,8 lb      
 1  re 1327 REAX KETTLE - 16 kg  |  35,2 lb       
 1  re 1328 REAX KETTLE - 20 kg  |  44 lb       
 1  re 1329 REAX KETTLE - 24 kg  |  52,8 lb       
     
  

   
  OPTIONAL 
     
     re 1361 Vertical storage 7       

12-24 kit8-16 kit
REAX KETTLEREAX KETTLE re5106re5105

 1  re 1323 REAX KETTLE - 8 kg  |  17,6 lb       
 1  re 1324 REAX KETTLE - 10 kg  |  22 lb      
 1  re 1325 REAX KETTLE - 12 kg  |  26,4 lb       
 1  re 1326 REAX KETTLE - 14 kg  |  30,8 lb       
 1  re 1327 REAX KETTLE - 16 kg  |  35,2 lb       
     
  

    
  OPTIONAL 
    
     re 1361 Vertical storage 7     

2-10 kit
REAX KETTLEre5104

 1  re 1320 REAX KETTLE - 2 kg  |  4,4 lb        
 1  re 1321 REAX KETTLE - 4 kg  |  8,8 lb       
 1  re 1322 REAX KETTLE - 6 kg  |  13,2 lb        
 1  re 1323 REAX KETTLE - 8 kg  |  17,6 lb           
 1  re 1324 REAX KETTLE - 10 kg  |  22 lb    
       
  

    
  OPTIONAL 
    
     re 1361 Vertical storage 7       
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FLEXWAVE is the patented technology internationally awarded for the extraordinary innovation that evolves the 

traditional training protocols. The flexibility of the shape and structure of our equipment allows to experiment new 

and versatile training exercises that stimulate and involve in a reactive way the entire neuro-muscular system.  First 

flexible weights in the world, the FLEXWAVE tools can replace many traditional training equipment adding the 

Neuroreactive component that makes any session more intense and efficient but also intuitive and progressive. The 

special internal metal thread guarantees flexibility but crushproof even after extreme uses, while the external thread, 

soft touch and waterproof, makes it extremely safe for people and objects and so highly suitable for indoor-outdoor use.

FLEXWAVE
                                     TECHNOLOGY
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REAX CHAIN

REAX CHAIN is the one and only weight in the world with patented Flex Wave technology.  

It is the unique, flexible and multipurpose chain that evolves fitness & sport with more engaging 

and effective Neuroreactive training. The ability to wear it, to use it in pairs, to launch it on surfaces 

in complete safety multiplies the opportunities for use compared to the usual functional tools.

REAX CHAIN is based on kinetic chain and on generation 

of unpredictable impulses that make each repetition of 

any type of exercise different and more effective.

It is a special heavy rope with rings that allows you to 

perform countless dynamically unstable exercises, for 

high intensity neuromuscular and functional training.

The flexibility of the weight allows continuous stimulation 

during workout so it generates a higher body response, 

enhancing any training: the result is greater metabolic 

consumption and more complete muscle activation 

generated by the continuous unpredictable movement of 

the dynamic load during the exercise.

FLEX FRAME
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The concept of kinetic chain is the base of the research on 

body movement. The human body is conceived to realize 

multiple actions and not single movements: hence the 

evolution from a sectorial view of training to a global one.

The concept of REAX CHAIN is inspired by the human 

body kinetic chains and to their multiple functions: a real 

revolution in training that combines in one single tool: 

proprioception, strength, mobility, and coordination.

CERVICAL SPINE

THORACIC SPINE

LUMBAR SPINE

Every movement realized with REAX CHAIN entails dynamics 

combinations and a different use of strengths on many 

levels. Thanks to its flexibility and to the progressive charge 

it causes unbalances that have to be managed activating an 

intuitive actions control, more progressive and efficient.

HIP JOINTS

KNEE JOINTS

ANKLE JOINTS

kinetic chain 
inspiration
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VERSATILE Thanks to its ring configuration, it is 
a tool suitable for performing countless free body ex-
ercises, from the most traditional to the most modern.

FLEXIBLE Flexibility differentiates the various rep-
etitions of the motor gesture, and it is possible to use it 
for infinite exercises by exploiting its inertia, dynamics 
and centrifugal force.

WEARABLE The special shape and the total flex-
ibility harmonize with the body to perform pull-ups, 
push-ups and any other type of bodyweight exercise.

USER FRIENDLY The particular softness allows 
to grip it, squeeze it, step on it, fold it or throw it freely 
and without damage to surfaces.

ADJUSTABLE Different weights allow to adjust 
the intensity of the workout according to the use: ideal 
for functional training or to train with family or friends.

SAFE AND RESISTANT Quiet, pleasant to 
the touch and ultra-resistant. Thanks to its softness and 
silence it is perfect for home fitness and outdoor train-
ing: it does not fear mistreatment and it is easy to clean.

WINNING FEATURES 1 - 2 - 3  kg   |   2,2 - 4,4 - 6,6  lb 

2 - 4 - 6 - 8 kg   |  4,4 - 8,8 - 13,2 - 17,6 lb 

REAX CHAIN TWO

REAX CHAIN FIVE
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Thanks to the particular structure with linked,
flexible and articulated rings, it can be used
 
 > as a KETTLEBELL 
 > as a BATTLE ROPE
 > as a DUMBBELL
 > as a BULGARIAN BAG
 > as a BARBELL

 and in a thousand other ways.

MODE OF USE AND APPLICATIONS
1 TOOLS, 1000 USES  

TUTORIAL TRAILEROFFICIAL TRAILER

fiVe personal

REAX CHAIN

 re 1350 REAX CHAIN FIVE PERSONAL - 2 kg  |  4,4 lb       
 re 1351 REAX CHAIN FIVE PERSONAL - 4 kg  |  8,8 lb     
 re 1352 REAX CHAIN FIVE PERSONAL - 6 kg  |  13,2 lb     
 re 1353 REAX CHAIN FIVE PERSONAL - 8 kg  |  17,6 lb     
            

TWO personal

REAX CHAIN

 re 1354 REAX CHAIN TWO PERSONAL - 1 kg  |  2,2 lb        
 re 1355 REAX CHAIN TWO PERSONAL - 2 kg  |  4,4 lb     
 re 1356 REAX CHAIN TWO PERSONAL - 3 kg  |  6,6 lb     
      

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RfVjN8gBQuU
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tWo club

REAX CHAIN

 re 1346 REAX CHAIN TWO CLUB   3 pairs - 1 kg  |  2,2 lb       
 re 1347 REAX CHAIN TWO CLUB   3 pairs - 2 kg  |  4,4 lb        
 re 1348 REAX CHAIN TWO CLUB   3 pairs - 3 kg  |  6,6 lb         
 re 1349 REAX CHAIN TWO CLUB   mix 3 pairs        
       
  

  STORAGE 
      
 re 1358 Vertical storage 4         
     re 1359 Vertical storage 5     

fiVe club

REAX CHAIN

 re 1340 REAX CHAIN FIVE CLUB 3 pack - 2 kg  |  4,4 lb        
 re 1341 REAX CHAIN FIVE CLUB 3 pack - 4 kg  |  8,8 lb      
 re 1342 REAX CHAIN FIVE CLUB 3 pack - 6 kg  |  13,2 lb        
 re 1343 REAX CHAIN FIVE CLUB 3 pack - 8 kg  |  17,6 lb        
 re 1344 REAX CHAIN FIVE CLUB mix - 4 pack    
 re 1345 REAX CHAIN FIVE CLUB mix - 3 pack    
      
  
  

  STORAGE 
      
     re 1357 Vertical storage 3         
     re 1359 Vertical storage 5     
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REAX ACADEMY supports business partners to create a network of local qualified and 

certified trainers hence to increase the visibility and use of our innovative training equipment. 

All our courses are conceived to train professionals on the Neuroreactive Training Method and on 

how to achieve better results in their market using our innovative equipment. 

A team of athletes, fitness professionals and qualified 

Master Trainers conceived a wide range of educational 

programs with a highly qualifying direction and a clear 

and simple method behind. There is an educational 

program available for each product range of REAXXER, 

with dedicated training courses that are held in REAX 

Academy or in house. For each training course, Personal 

Training and Group Exercises Manuals and Tutorial 

Videos are available. Marketing programs complement 

training programs to achieve full professional results. 

REAX ACADEMY
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  IN HOUSE / price is intenDeD per Day
A one-day education course that takes place in a location selected by the client. 
The client indicates a date that has to be approved by Reaxxer.  

   
 ser007-cHn/pt REAX CHAIN - PT & FUNCTIONAL “IN HOUSE”   
ser007-cHn/ga REAX CHAIN - GROUP ACTIVITY “IN HOUSE” 

                   

  IN OUR LOCATION  / price is intenDeD per person
A one-day education course that takes place in a location selected by Reaxxer. 
The date of the course is planned by Reaxxer. 

ser009-cHn/pt REAX CHAIN - PT & FUNCTIONAL “IN OUR LOCATION”  
ser009-cHn/ga REAX CHAIN - GROUP ACTIVITY “IN OUR LOCATION”
   

OPTIONAL SERVICES
        
 ser017 ADDITIONAL EXPENSES     

- Round trip transportation 
- Round trip transfer from the airport to the accomodation site
- Transfers from the accomodation site to the setup/training location
- Room and board: meal (breakfast, lunch and dinner) and accomodation
- Visa & Travel permits
      

 ser021 TRAVELING DAY      
DAILY ALLOWANCE
      

REAX FLEX METHOD
  IN HOUSE / price is intenDeD per Day

A one-day education course that takes place in a location selected by the client.  
The client indicates a date that has to be approved by Reaxxer.  

   
ser007-fl/pt  REAX BALL - PT & FUNCTIONAL “IN HOUSE”   
 ser007-fl/ga REAX BALL - GROUP ACTIVITY “IN HOUSE”   

                    

  IN OUR LOCATION  / price is intenDeD per person
A one-day education course that takes place in a location selected by Reaxxer.  
The date of the course is planned by Reaxxer. 

 ser009-fl/pt REAX BALL - PT & FUNCTIONAL “IN OUR LOCATION”   
 ser009-fl/ga REAX BALL - GROUP ACTIVITY “IN OUR LOCATION”   

OPTIONAL SERVICES
        
 ser017 ADDITIONAL EXPENSES     

- Round trip transportation 
- Round trip transfer from the airport to the accomodation site
- Transfers from the accomodation site to the setup/training location
- Room and board: meal (breakfast, lunch and dinner) and accomodation
- Visa & Travel permits
      

 ser021 TRAVELING DAY      
DAILY ALLOWANCE
      

 more info 
For further information concerning duration, 
typologies and  max number of partecipants, 
please visit www.reaxxer.com

 more info 
For further information concerning duration, 
typologies and  max number of partecipants, 
please visit www.reaxxer.com

REAX FLUI METHODCOURSES COURSES
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